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Not the Accursed Mountain
Kev Reynolds

From September to Christmas climbers talk about nothing but their last Alpine season,jrom
Christmas toJune they talk about nothing but their next. The intervening space is occupied with
the slightjormality ofputting a hundredth part of their plans into practice.

(Geoffrey Sulton)

Spring showed a marked reluctance to make way for summer, and the mountains
of the High Pyrenees stood aloofwith their winter livery, while down in the valleys
streams dashed among the meadows where a million flowers submitted the
fragrance of their blooms to insects intoxicated by the season's bounty.

Down in the valleys shepherds maintained an alert eye for the lines of potential
avalanche and herded their flocks accordingly. For the upper slopes of hillsides,
normally innocent and awash with asphodels at this late date, were daily
shedding acres of excess snow; yet with every avalanche there seemed to be no
loss to the mountains and winter retained its monopoly on all but the lower
sloping pastures.

The steeply climbing path that leads from the ancient Hospice de France to the
Port de Venasque wore a frown of mystery and foreboding. Over our heads
loomed familiar crags disguised now as serious aiguilles of alpine proportions,
and where normally the path winds in tight zig-zags there was no path at all.
I nstead we front-pointed our way upward. Here and there the ice sheath that
formed a "eneer over unguessable depths of winter- and avalanche-snow had
been holed by rocks jettisoned from the heights, and out of these holes came
spouts of melt-water. Nothing felt remotely safe. And yet we continued our
upward route, labouring under hefty sacks, but with hearts trapped a little north
of the epiglot tis .

. . . On summer days dancing streams gaily laughed their way beside the path,
and the shadows cast by the mountains overhead gave a welcome sense of
coolness to French families wandering up to the Port to picnic with one of the
loveliest of Pyrl'nean panoramas stretched out before them....

Mist descended as we gained height. It came down from the peaks in a heavy
grey scum to swallow the snow-dashed cliffs, and when we paused for a moment it
was to discover a rising tide, too, washing up from the Vallee de la Pique and the
distant foothills. We became sandwiched by dirty layers ofvapour that eventually
engulfed us in its damp, clagging embrace. It took from us the visual pleasures of
these stark, haunted corries, and replaced them with a whirl of drifting sounds:
strange sounds, without sight to place them they drifted confllsed and aimlessly
among the black, hidden gullies; lost, as we were. But unlike them, we had a
destination, and our search for the Refuge du Port de Venasque was not aided by
unusual depths ofsnow and a blinding mist.

We groped and prodded, desperately trying to recognise the landmarks from
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other seasons that would aid and direct our search. All was distorted by the
fading light; an alien world. But then Keith gave a shout; he had stumbled across
a chimney.

The hut, untenanted and tiny, was almost completely obscured by drifted snow
and avalanche debris. All but the window wall was lost by its weighty covering,
but the window was at least sufficient to allow access. We removed the steel
shutters and climbed in. It became our tomb for two frustrating days and nights;
a chilled tomb in which we fought impatiently the hours of boredom while the
snow that had spilled down the chimney onto the stone floor of the hUI first
melted as we cooked, then froze into pooled rinks that made movement distinctly
hazardous.

On our first attempt to reach the pass that would take us over the frontier and
down into the delectable meadowlands of the Esera, we left the hut almost before
light could penetrate the immovable mists. Though it felt cold enough to our
unrested limbs, there had been no sharp frost overnight and the early morning air
was too mild for safety. There was no crust to the snow, no icy veneer to enable a
safe climb out. Every step we took meant sinking thigh-deep in the moist snow.

I t's not far from the hut to the Port de Venasque, but it's a steep pull and with
snow conditions such as these, highly charged with danger. We pushed our luck
to the limit; wading and sweating, forging a channelled route that was guided
only by memory and the wavering needle of the compass. Sometimes there would
be a slight movement to the slope and we'd hold our breath in trepidation; then
foolishly press on. We were taunted by a dream, by memories of other days, by
pictures of sun-drenched granite and crystal snows. It was not far to the Port de
Venasque, we both knew it. We could even hear the wind racing through the
narrow gap above us. Over there lay Spain. A few more minutes ofagonising and
we'd be breasting the Port, facing the wind and the prospects of grandeur 
Spain; the flowering slopes of the Esera and the Maladetta massif where our
ambitions lay - the Maladetta, the Accursed Mountain.'

It was a massif that drew us back on so many occasions. A big block of
mountain, moated with sparkling valleys, it forms the crown of the Pyrenees. On
its northern slopes innocent-looking napkins of glacier lay draped below a long
spine of granite with its several individual peaklets of more than three thousand
metres. On those peaklets and across the glaciers we had spent numerous hours
of great beauty. We had scrambled and rambled in the brilliant light of this
southerly range. We had basked by indolent tarns, shared silver streams with
isard and coiled our rope with that superb weariness that comes from a long day's
action. We'd slumped among the fragrant turfby the light ofa setting sun, and on
mornings ofll-ost, when the still-sleeping flowers were brittle as balsa, we had set
our eyes on peaks that yet awaited the first rays of that same reluctant sun. We
had turned to minor faces and ridges of mountains that mean nothing to all but
the most fanatical ofPyreneistes, and delighted to the challenge their crumbling
holds presented. Mountains without notoriety, without the charisma of those
around which climbing history revolves, they nonetheless gave us hours of sport
and splendour, and on their summits we spent lazy minutes of relaxation and
listened to the varied sounds of the two sides of the range; from France would
come the busy whine of chainsaws at work in the lowland forests, while the
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Spanish side lulled us with the song of cascading waters. Soft breezes wafted the
scent of unseen flowers; butterflies drifted across our lofty perches; we found ants
marching on the snow~ of a 3000m summit; we disturbed snow finches in all
innocence by our unsteady descent down gullies better left alone.

All that taunted us as we discussed what to do. I t was not far to the Port, not
much more to climb before we would emerge through that tight cleft and be
dazzled by the mountains we'd come once more to climb. But ifwe pushed on we
might never make it; never be able to return. There was little doubt that the
slopes were ripe for avalanche; every movement emphasised the danger; there
was an overwhelming sense of doom in the air. Our immediate world seemed
poised on the brink of collapse; and we with it. Barely breathing for fear of
disturbing the ill-balanced slopes we retraced our route back to the hut. There we
would wait another day and hope for a hard frost to immobilise the upward route
long enough to see us safely over.

A forlorn hope that was. Throughout the day the rumble and roar of
avalanches sweeping down from the northern slopes of Pic de la Mine and
Sauvegarde dashed our hopes. We could still see nothing, for the mists remained
fondly around us, but there was little doubt that we had brought ourselves
ill-timed into the heart of a rapidly changing world. To wander outside the hut
was as potentially dangerous as midday on the Somme. I worried too about the
downward route, for that would also be shedding its load, and the peaks that
guarded it were not averse to tossing snow, ice or rocks into the hollows where the
way would lead. The prospects were not ones either ofus relished, for a fortnight's
holiday spent in a snow-engulfed refuge was a far cry from activities planned on
heights that rose untainted from the clouds above the Esera.

Not only does the Esera form a lush base for climbs on the Maladetta, it also
grants access to other fine peaks and side valleys with charms all their own.
There's the FOlTanada, a double-pronged peak with a fine north face standing
proud above the string of rock-girt tarns and swirling streams of the Escaleta.
There's the Barrancs, a steep wedge of valley climbing between the glaciers of
Aneto and the crags of the Mulleres group. Packe came up here first, long ago,
and made an interesting crossing of the eastern ridges of the Maladetta. Up here
the granite begs to be climbed, and the climber is remote upon the exposed ledges
as though this is not Europe at all, but some far distant range, a dreamland ofvast
panoramas. And beyond the Maladetta itself, on the southern flanks, the
Vallhiverna entices the lover of fine mountain scenery to wander here and there
for days at a time. Another of Packe's discoveries.

Towards midnight the rumbling ofavalanche was replaced by the rumbling of
storm, and all night the wind thrashed outside, lightning brought neon strips to
the otherwise unlit hut, and thunder bellowed. Sleep was never easy; but neither
was descent when morning came. Our way down was a scurry ofraw nerves as we
slithered, stumbled and fell - often through the now mushy snow and into the
busy streams below - all the way down into the Vallee de la Pique. Never did
Luchon appear so attractive, for there we sat in a boulevard cafe to steam over
endless cups of coffee, in turn drying ourselves as best we could in the toilet.

There are several ways into the Esera at the foot of the Accursed Mountain,
apart from the Port de Venasque. There's the Port de la Glera under Pic de
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Sacroux; but that would also be swept by avalanche. We knew that one of old.
Then there was the Port de la Picade at the head of the Vallee de la Pique and a
little east of that ofVenasque. Again, we'd crossed this once before and figured it
would now be similarly avalanche prone. That left Col de Toro, Col dels
Aranesas, Col de Mulleres and Salenques, or the long route round to the south
and up along the Esera itself. This last was clearly out as we had no transport of
our own, and Mulleres and Salenques were so high that we doubted conditions
would allow access to them for now. That meant either Col de Toro or Aranesas,
both reached by way of the Vallee del Joeu in the Vall d'Aran - in Spain.

As luck would have it we found a minibus excursion leaving Luchon for the
Vall d'Aran, and bought two tickets for the trip. The driver was unhappy at the
sight ofour big rucksacks and ice axes, but as we'd paid the full fare for less than
half the journey, he was encouraged to accept us as passengers alongside his
normal payload ofsmartly dressed tourists. Thus it was that we were whisked out
of the rain-spattered streets of Luchon, and deposited in the rain-spattered
streets of Les Bordes at the mouth of the Vallee del Joeu. The contrast was
remarkable. Luchon bore all the signs of middle-class respectability, a
fashionable spa town, its boulevards lined with stores transported from Paris. Les
Bordes was almost mediaeval by comparison; a tiny village with cobbled streets
and rooftops almost overlapping one another in a form of mutual protection.
Only the rain was the same.

That night we camped in a sodden meadow with the peaks that walled the
Esera hidden by familiar draperies of grey mist. Trees dripped forlornly and a
cold wind snullled along the valley. Tomorrow, perhaps, we might break across
that barrier and begin to put our plans and dreams into action.

That night I dreamed of the Maladetta. I dreamed ofclimbs that had all been
achieved in days of not so long ago; climbs and experiences that had lifted
moments of living into realms of enchantment. It had been as a result of these
experiences that we had inspired another return, and I dreamed ofa day spent on
one of the Maladetta summits; a crisp morning ascent of the glacier covered in
fresh snow, of a yawning bergschrund easily bridged and the scramble that
followed on huge blocks of rough-textured granite. The blocks led one to another,
then along the ridge and up to the summit where we sat alone, granted visions of
immense wonder. It did not matter that others had been here in previous years,
nor that others would follow. It mattered nothing that our route had not achieved
any striking originality, nor that mountain days from the past had given
magnificent views too; we revelled in the moment, in the French valleys clamped
beneath pure froths of cumulus while we and our immediate mountains were
kissed by an unblemished sun. We had gazed across to Posets, all white coated
and holding its shoulders proud, while in the other direction and much closer our
footprints of two days previously could be seen so clearly leading to Aneto's
summit. And I dreamed ofa traverse we had made ofth.e massif, descending the
Coronas glacier in the path ofan electrical storm; ofa night spent on the floor ofa
hut in the Vallhiverna and feeding onto the fire whole pine trees that had been
brought down in an avalanche the year before; ofa muleteer's bread soaked in red
wine to make it palatable; of the tiny ramonda found smiling alone in the midst of
an otherwise bleak cliff face.
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Morning came and no rain. The clouds lifted and showed us high mountains
wearing shawls of tarnished snow. For a few brief moments the sun came through
to tease our straining eyes. Up we went towards the Col de Toro - only to be
greeted with billowing cloud-dusts of avalanche; so we descended to the
grasslands where flowers grinned at us and streams gurgled a soliloquy. There we
planted the tent, had a bite to eat, then headed up towards the Col dels Aranesas,
lightly laden with axes, crampons and rope. There the north face of Forcanada
glowered at our approach. Grey and forbidding it looked, but here and there out
of the snow a sparkle ofprimulas presented some colour. The high cliffs took away
the sun and spirited a few scarves of mist. Then we could see the saddle of
Aranesas with cornices lipping over and the lower snows pitted and darkened
wi th boulders. Familiar scars and runnels kept our caution, but we gained height;
wondering. Then came a roar and nerves jangled as tons ofpowder boomed from
a peak to our right - across our prospective path. As the cloud settled we saw
rocks in disarray and turned without discussion to descend.

Beside the tent by the stream the shaking eased. Tomorrow we'd try the
Picade. That was all that was left for us.

Often we'd gone to the Maladetta at this time, first catching snows like winter
melting into spring before our eyes. We'd seen the hillsides shed their snows and
replace them with acres ofluxurious flowers. Pools had appeared where no pools
had been, but before we'd left for home summer had made its impression and the
pools had evaporated in the heat of the sun. We'd had the full gambit of the
climber's obsession. Rock had drawn us, but so had the snows and ice of
ordinarily naked aretes. Even Sauvegarde had offered us a worthy day's outing,
with a long ridge climb culminating in tunnelling through a vast cornice with a
sudden surprise vision ofgreen, ice-berg'd tarns far beneath my boots as a great
lump ofmeringue fell away under my weight. And there was a descent ofAneto's
glacier into the Barrancs valley where Pete had decided against crossing the river
where I did, and failed to find another safe crossing, so I had roped him through
the freezing waters almost naked; his clothing, sack and camera having first been
tossed across to me. The Esera and the Accursed Mountain had impressed
themselves upon my longing, but this year they hid themselves behind a barrier
ofaggression.

In desperation we attempted the Port de la Picade. It was a long but interesting
approach through the narrow Pomero valley. There were masses ofspring flowers
in its lower levels, but soon we were wading deep snows and gaining height
wearily. Through a gateway of rocks we entered a bowl of white with ridges
forming almost a complete circle around us. Beyond that to our right lay the
depths of the Pique valley, but straight ahead the bowl's lip formed the Picade,
and once over that it was all downhill to the Esera. It looked clear. It gave us
optimism. The snows, indeed, were scarred, but there was nothing too ominous
in the form of threat from above. We could do it. It would go.

We scuttled down to the tent, had an early night and next day bright and early
were struggling once more into the Pomero valley under full rucksacks. We were
going to the Esera after all.

But even before we'd reached the snow a storm came out of the early sky and
lashed us with its fury. We took refuge in a squalid shepherd's hut above the
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stream to wait for a break. The break never came. Hour after hour the storm
battered the hut; it bombarded the stone shelter with all its venom until the walls
were vibrating under the onslaught. In all the years of mountain horrors, this was
our worst. Rain entered through the stone ceiling and ran down the walls to form
in dung-darkened pools on the floor. And the lightning sizzled and the thunder
boomed.

This was no short-lived turmoil, no expression of nature's power that would
give way to clear skies by midday. It lasted through the first day, and the second,
and the walls of the hut drew closer around us. Living was a migraine hell and I
began to lose imaginings of the glaciers of the Accursed Mountain; I lost dreams
of snow-crunch and the sensuous feel of warm, firm granite nodules under
searching fingers. Instead came a simple craving for peace; a release from the roar
that threatened an end to sanity.

And it came at last. We drew on gaiters, shouldered the rucksacks, gripped
axes in trembling hands and forged uphill to the ridge that would take us over to
the Vallee de la Pique. No Esera for us this year; and as we topped the corniced
rocks and peered down through the broken clouds into a green-washed valley so
began dreams that would inevitably demand an optimistic return. For climbers
are nothing if not dreamers....

1 This appears to be a common misnomer. According to Battagel, Pyrenees East,
plO I the correct spelling is Maladeta, but then one loses the point....
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